
Minutes for meeting on 19th October 2011

Present: Hoon, Michelle, Simon Beard

-Colin has planned to go to a talk on food sovereignty which clashed with this meeting and 
will report back about this talk at a later date.

-Due to only three people being present it was decided not to make any very important 
decisions at this meeting and wait till another day when more people are present.

Nursery garden
-Hoon has 1/3 of her allotment free in Salford, as well as space in her garden.
-Simon’s friends on Milverton rd have space too, still waiting to confirm that its ok with 
them.
-Gaps have space on thier allotment, Michelle will contact them.

Poster/Flyer
-Michelle designed a simple poster and flyer for the group.
-reception was generally good, but it was suggested to add some colour and make the flyer 
less blocky.

Hedges/Living fences
-Discussed the idea of using hedges as fences - no planning permission needed if not too 
high, smal spiky hedge would be much better that a fence as can’t be climbed, and fence can 
be productive.
-Need strong trellises to train certain tree species to fan out horizontally
-Species suitable: Plum, apple, cherry, pear, gooseberry (spiky so also good for security), sea 
buckthorn (also spiky and has berries currently being researched for its cancer curing 
properties).
-Need to buy dwarf rootstock.

Meeting venues
- Need to find a suitable weekly meeting venue as falafel has swp meeting from 7.30 and plan 
B are booked up every other Wednesday.
-Next two weeks meetings will be at the OK Cafe
-Pubs? Function rooms?
-Churches? May charge
-Hoon will ask at friends meeting house but expects it will be expensive
-Arcspace?
-Zion Centre?
-Will ask around

Council freedom of information
-Agreed to contact council and use the freedom of information rules to get details of all land 
they own that is unused or derelict.
-Hoon will get contact details on sunday


